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Version 0.6.1: New Year update ;) : Hi everyone, Happy New Year! Let's celebrate 2019 by releasing a minor update. We fixed
a few bugs and improved the overall presentation of the Grand Prix mode. Here is the change list: Added a pre-race introduction
sequence with details on the current Grand Prix Updated the Race Results screen layout Display an overview of the results of
each race in the Grand Prix final sequence New audio for the race intro sequence Fixed game freeze when pushing some button
while the window isn't focused Fixed Finish animation restarting after pausing the game Fixed last Grand Prix race changing the
default lap number in Quick Race Fixed pushing a time to the leaderboards of a track that has a "." in its name A big THANK
YOU to all our players who send us precious feedback and support us! You can join our Discord community here:. Version
0.5.5: Game Balance and Leaderboard reset : Hi all, We just pushed a small patch out to address a few issues. The main goal of
this patch is to balance the game and prevent some driving techniques that had become a dominant strategy at the top of the
leaderboards and somehow undermined the gameplay. Some of these changes have an impact on the ships individual
performances. In order to maintain a level playing field, we also cleared the leaderboards .. Super Pilot Version 0.6.2: REAR
BOOST ATTACKS and EXPLOSIONS : Hi everyone, We've just released another minor update. It includes, among other
things, the ability to perform rear boost attacks . We also added a drift boost gauge which has been requested for a while. And
some EXPLOSIONS . Yup.. Version 0.6.0: new Championship mode : Hi everyone, As promised, we've updated the Early
Access version with the new Championship game mode that we named "Grand Prix" as a homage to our beloved F-Zero. The
implementation isn't 100% finished, there are a still a few things to polish here and there, and some balancing to do. But since
it's already playable we've decided to release it in its early form in order to get some feedback.. First Super Pilot update, version
0.5.4! : Hi everyone! We're happy to announce we've just published our first update to the game, version 0.5.4! This is a bug fix
update, containing fixes to most of the issues that were reported after launch.
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